
Objectives

To introduce the m sound and symbol

To introduce auditory and visual discrimination of sounds and symbols

To develop the concept of likenesses and differences in pictures and symbols

Materials

✔ Storybook 1: Story 2, “Marti Mouse”

� 3 Track 1, “The High Hat Song”

✔ High Hat puppets

✔ Character Cards 1 and 2

✔ Flash Card 2 (m)

✔ Master 2-1: Make one copy for each student.

✔ Master 2-2: Make two copies and cut each into six separate picture cards.
(Note: This master is the same as Master 1-1 used in the previous lesson.)

✔ Pairs of identical objects such as pencils, books, balls

Additional Activities (Materials available separately from AGS)

� High Hat and His Friends Return: 38 Encore Stories
✔ Reproducible master of Marti Mouse encore story

Activities

1. Introducing “The High Hat Song”

Play “The High Hat Song” (Track 1) as you display the High Hat puppet
and Character Card 1. �

� Play the song again, this time asking the children to listen for things the
song says about High Hat. (He is back again today. He has games to play. He
has something in his pocket. He is smiling.)

� Then say: There is a word near the end of the song that we say when we
are happy about something. Do you know the word I mean?
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Lesson 2 � Marti Mouse

� Optional Activity
Wear the High Hat hat through-
out the lesson to help reinforce
the character of High Hat.

✔ Optional Materials
High Hat hat (available 
separately from AGS)

Optional Master 2-A: Make one
copy for each student.

Optional Master 2-B: Make one
copy for each student.

Optional Master 2-C: Make 
one copy for each student to
take home.

m
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� If no one responds with “hooray,” introduce the word by saying: The word
“hooray” means we are very excited and happy about something. Let’s sing
the song with High Hat. We will sing part of the song, and High Hat will
sing part of the song. We’ll sing these lines:

Here comes High Hat, oh ho!

Here comes High Hat, ah ha!

Here comes High Hat, hooray!

� After singing the song this way, have the children sing the entire song with
High Hat.

2. Introducing the mm Sound and Symbol

� Display Character Card 2, Marti Mouse, and write the m symbol on the
board above the card.

Read Story 2, “Marti Mouse,” showing the illustrations.

� After the story, point to the m written on the board and say: This sound is
mm. (Say the m sound, not the letter name.) This is Marti Mouse’s sound.
The mm sound is in her name. Listen carefully. Marti Mouse.

� Write the m symbol on the board four more times. Point to each m as you
prolong each sound. Have the children say the sound with you.

� Say: Now I am going to say a sound. When I call your name, come to the
board and point to the sound I say. Listen carefully. Say the m sound and
call on a child to point to the sound.

� After the child has pointed to the m sound, say: Now I will point to the
sound, and you will say it. Point to the sound and check the child’s ability
to produce the m sound. Continue until several children have had a turn.

� Then check production of the m sound in the children still seated. Leave
the m symbols on the board for use in Activity 3.

� Encourage children to look for objects in the room that have the m sound
in their names.
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Teaching the production
of the mm sound

1. To make the m sound, the
lips are closed lightly to
prevent the airflow from
leaving the mouth. The soft
palate is lowered so the air
stream is emitted through the
nose. The vocal cords vibrate
while the air stream passes
through the nose.

2. Let children use a mirror to
get the proper placement of
the lips. Then have them feel
the air coming out of the
nose in a continuous stream.
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3. Identifying the mm Sound and Symbol

� Use the m symbols written on the board during the previous activity. At
random, write the symbols t, p, and f among the m symbols.

� Ask a child to come forward. Say: Point to the mm sound. (Say the sound
m, not the letter name.)

� When the child responds correctly, say: Yes, that is the mm sound.

� Repeat, asking several children to point to the m sound.

� Say: I am going to write some sounds on the board. Some of the sounds
will be mm, Marti Mouse’s sound. Each time you see and hear the mm sound,
clap your hands. Write the following symbols on the board one at a time: m,
s, m, m, p, f, m, d, and m. Say each sound as you write its symbol. For each
sound, wait for the children to respond by clapping or not clapping.
Continue until the children are discriminating the m sound correctly.

� Repeat the activity, but this time hold the Marti Mouse character card in
front of your mouth so the children can’t read your lips.

� Say: Listen to these words. Each time you hear Marti Mouse’s mm sound,
pretend to be the cheese meter and say mmmm. Say these words one at a
time, waiting for the children to respond after each word: me, too, mow, tea,
moo, toe.

� Repeat with these words: she, beam, see, time, team, boat. �

4. Associating the mm Sound with the mm Symbol

� Put Flash Card 2 (m) in the pocket of the High Hat puppet.

� Say: I am going to say some words that have Marti Mouse’s sound in
them. What is Marti Mouse’s sound?

� When the children say the m sound, hold up Flash Card 2. Say: I am going
to put this mm (say the sound, not the letter name) in High Hat’s pocket.
When I say a word that has the mm sound in it, you will take the card out of
High Hat’s pocket and show it to the class. If the word doesn’t have the mm
sound, you can shake High Hat’s hand but leave the card in High Hat’s
pocket. You need to listen carefully so you will know whether to take the
card out of his pocket or leave it inside.
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� Optional Activity
Copy Optional Master 2-A for
each student. Have students
color the pictures that begin
with the m sound.
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� Ask a child to come forward. Say: Man. Did you hear the mm sound? If you
did, take the card out of High Hat’s pocket and show it to everyone.
Continue the activity with the following words: meat, house, map, mouse,
car, money, milk, tree, mail, monkey.

� Pass out Master 2-1 to every student. Say: In all the words we heard, mm

was the first sound in the word. Sometimes the mm sound is in the middle
of the word, and sometimes it is the last sound in the word. I’ll point to
some pictures on your worksheet and say the words. Listen for the mm
sound. Have the children tell you if they hear the m sound. �

5. Identifying Objects that are Alike or Different

� Display two identical objects (such as two pencils, two books, or two balls)
as you say: These two things are the same. They look exactly alike. They are
just the same.

� Display two different objects and say: These two things are not the same.
They are not alike.

� Have the duplicate picture cards available from Master 2-2. Display a pair
of cards and ask a child whether or not they are the same. Repeat, alternat-
ing the pairs of picture cards so that some are alike and some are different.

� Write the symbols m p on the board. Say: Do these look the same? Are
they the same? (Pause.) You’re right. These are not the same. They are
different.

� Repeat for the following pairs of symbols: f f, m b, m m, t f, t t.

� –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Additional Activities (Materials available separately from AGS)

� Read or play the recording of the Marti Mouse story from High Hat and His Friends
Return: 38 Encore Stories.

� Copy the Marti Mouse encore story master for students to take home.

� Optional Activity
Have students color the pictures
on Master 2-1 that have the m
sound in them.

� Optional Activities
Copy Optional Master 2-B for
each student. Have students
color the four story pictures of
Marti Mouse. The pictures may
be cut apart and used for a story
sequencing activity.

Copy Optional Master 2-C for
each student. Have students
take home the Marti Mouse
story.
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